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Visualization and analysis of the spatial distributions of individuals or groups of organisms in nature is basic to . ecological research. A common method of spatial analysis to determine whether organisms are distributed more uniformly than random, at random, or in an aggregated pattern involves sample plots (Greig-Smith 1952 , Morisita 1965 , Lloyd 1967 , Goodall and West 1979 , Taylor 1984 . These techniques rely on comparing the variance in the number of objects within sample plots in an area to determine the degree of "clumping"; a high variance indicates clumping (as some plots have low numbers and others high numbers) while a low variance indicates a uniform pattern. In contrast, "plotless" techniques rely on point-to-organism or organismto-organism (nearest neighbour analysis) to detect the degree of clumping or dispersion. A larger than expected distance indicates over-dispersion while a smaller than expected distance (than random) indicates aggregations (Clark and Evans 1954 , Thompson 1956 , Pielou 1959 . The above methods reduce two-dimensional data to an index, which is useful for determining the degree of dispersion, but information about locil density and spatial orientation is lost.
Maps showing the locations of organisms reveal both their density and spatial relationships. The most widely used previous method for presenting these maps derived from Ashby and Pidgeon (1942) where the area is divided into grid cells that are allocated colours depending on the number of points within a cell. This method is wholly dependent on the grid resolution; and atternpting to map the density contours results in discontinuous lines due to the integral values within grid cells. Several (Legendre and Fortin 1989) . Cox (1979) provides a method related to the k-nearest neighbour estimator (Diggle 1981 ) that produces contour maps (as traced by hand). Qualitatively better results using a kernel method are shown by Diggle (1981) . Trend surface maps of the sixth order polynomial yield contour maps but these appear less detailed than maps obtained by kriging techniques (Legendre and Fortin 1989 ). In the above techniques the contour values obtaincd do not correspond to real local densities. Also the contour maps must be further analysed to indicate whether the points are distributed at random or with some other pattern.
A method is presented here, for use on personal computers, that displays spatial points (x, y coordinates) and uses them to colour a map of rectangular patches (grid cells) in a contoured pattern corresponding to the density of points in the immediate vicinity of each patch. Both the density levels corresponding to various colours (or shadings on laser printer paper) and the radius of the vicinity for density calculations can be varied. Independent of these, the number of grid lines along the x-or y-axes of the map also can be varied up to 120. The density mapping method also directly yields histograms of coloured cells for use in a statistical analysis of spatial point distributions. Examples of the density mapping method are given for bark beetle attack points by Pityogenes chalcographus (L.), on bark of Norway spruce, Piceu abies (L.) Karst., and for spruce trees killed by another bark beetle, Ips typographus (L.). These two species are termed 'aggressive' in that they must collectively kill the host tree for reproduction to proceed (Byers 1989) . Forest species diversity and patch dynamics in Europe (Prcntice and Leemans 1990) are significantly affected by these bark beetles. The density mapping method is also applied to distributions of Scots pine shoots, Pinus sylvestris L., infested by another bark beetle, Tomicus minor (Hartig), laying on 1 the forest floor. T. minor and the sympatric species, T. piniperda (L.). which also infests shoots, cause significant growth reduction in Scots pine, but the beetles do not usually attack and kill standing trees, rather they feed and reproduce in fallen, storm-damaged trees.
Methods

Computer program and algorithms
The program requires QuickBASIC 4.0 (Microsoft Corp.) to edit the source code (Appendix 1A-IC), while a compiled version operates from the DOS command line. The program's graphics automatically adjusts to the highest possible resolution of either the EGA (enhanced graphic, 640x 350 pixels) or VGA (vector graphic array, 640 x 480 pixels) video displays.
Automatic, but approximate, scaling of the map for the video display is performed, while the scaling for an optional laser-print copy is exact. Thus, only E G A andlor VGA monitors in colour or monochrome modes can be used. For printed output, which is optional, three laser printer drivers are included in the program for use with either PCL (Hewlett-Packard), EXPRESS (Kyocera Corp.), or Postscript (Adobe Corp.) command languages and compatible laser printers (Appendix 1C).
To use the program as outlined in Fig. 1 , one begins by entering x, y coordinates of data into a computer file for future retrieval (Fig. 1B) . It is also possible to create files of randomly selected x,y coordinates for any number of points in any size area for use in statistical comparison of histograms, as will be explained subsequently. In the next steps (Fig. 1C-D) , assuming grid values have not been calculated earlier, one enters the number of grid lines desired for the largest side of the rectangular sample area. The grid lines for the smaller side are calculated proportionally, as are other scaling factors. The radius (R) of the circular area, within which local density is calculated, is determined by:
where J is an arbitrary multiplier of the expected average nearest neighbour distance (ED), calculated by assuming that the points are distributed at random (Clark and Evans 1954): where N is the number of points and AREA is the surface area.
The x, y coordinates and lengths of the area's sides are loaded from a file. Then for each intersection of vertical and horizontal grid lines, the program counts the number of data points within a distance of R (Fig. 1E ). These resulting grid values represent the local densities about each grid line intersection. The density for each grid cell is then described as the average of the grid line intersection densities of the respective four cell corners (Fig IF) . This average density, rather than a single value from the center of the grid cell, is used to smooth transitions in order to avoid broken or incomplete contours. The results of the calculation of grid values are saved in a file for fast retrieval when one only wants to adjust the histogram class interval (D). These grid cells (Fig. 1G) are then coloured or shaded o n a map based on their membership within a histogram of density classes (k).
Thus, the radius of the local density area can be adjusted in order to coincide with ecological knowledge regarding the attributes of the species considered. In addition, the histogram of density class increments (D) can be varied to yield appropriate variation in the colour patterns based upon the aesthetics and experience of the investigator. This can be done by merely ad- 
Natural and simulated point patterns
The pattern of attacks of male Pityogenes chalcographus on Norway spruce, P. abies, in Grib skov, Denmark, was recorded by overlaying a plastic sheet on the bark and marking it with ink (25 May 1987). The marks were then measured for x and y coordinates. An average nearest neighbour distance analysis was done on the attack distribution (Clark and Evans 1954, Thompson 1956 ) with a previously described computer program (Byers 1984) . A minimum allowed distance analysis (MAD) was also performed on the attacks (Byers 1984) . A simulated n la cement of 179 attacks at random was done by the computer program for comparison with the natural attacks above. Contour maps of different grid line numbers, local area radii (JxED), and density class increments (D) were compared to evaluate the method as performed by the program.
The pattern of fallen pine shoots of Scots pine, P. sylvestris, infested by T. minor near Veberod, Sweden, was obtained by placing a string grid (2 x 3 m cells) over the area and measuring x, y coordinates within each cell (10 April 1989). The x , y coordinates for attacked trees of Norway spruce near Trebon, Czechoslovakia, by I. typographus (30 May 1987) were provided by Schlyter (unpubl.) .
Comparison of grid cell density histograms
The program generates a histogram based on the numbers of differently coloured grid cells obtained for a particular set of data at a specific local radius and density class increment. Comparison of different histograms is useful to determine whether two spatial patterns (at the same density) are significantly different. For example, the frequency histogram of coloured grid cells for a random placement of 179 points calculated using a radius of 2 times the expected average nearest neighbour distance (ED) and a class interval of D = 1.5 was compared to a similarly constructed histogram for bark attacks of P. chalcographus (data from Fig. 2) using a Chi-square test. he density histogram for the random points was also compared by Chi-square with a histogram from a simulated aggregated pattern at the same overall density. This latter pattern was simulated by placing at random 29 groups of 6 points plus five additional points (179 points total) inside a 30 x 45 cm area. The points within each group were placed at ran- Fig. 2 . Upper map contains five density levels calculated from 179 natural attacks of male Pityogenes chalcographus in a 30 X 45 cm bark area of Norway spruce. The lower map has seven density levels based on random placement of 179 points. In both maps, the radius of local density areas was made twice the nearest neighbour distance expected from a random distribution at the same overall density. The shaded levels were based on increasing density steps of 0.063 cm-2 (or D = 1.5 points per local area) in both maps. dom inside 5 x 5 cm areas completely contained in the larger area.
Results
Natural and simulated point patterns
In Fig. 2 the map of density levels for 179 attacks by male P. chalcographus that occurred in a rather uniform pattern is shown. Identical parameters (39 x 25 grid cells; local radius of twice the E D ; D = 1.5; 179 points in 45 x 30 cm area) were used to construct the density map for P. chalcographus and for the randomly distributed points (Fig. 2) . The E D for a random pattern at this density is expected to be 1.37 cm (Clark and Evans 1954) . The average nearest neighbour distance (NN) for attacks of P. chalcographus was larger (1.99 + 0.1 cm, + 95% C.L.) as analysed by a computer program (Byers 1984) and gave a ratio of NNIED of 1.45 which was significantly different from 1 (P<0.001, Clark and Evans 1954) . The average distances for the second to fourth nearest attack neighbours were also larger than those expected from a random pattern (Thompson 1956 ). This indicates that male P. chalcographus avoid competition by a behavioural mechanism of attack spacing as was previously shown for males of another bark beetle, I. typographus (Byers 1984) .
The minimum allowed distance (MAD) method uses quadratic regression to compare a curve of NN's from computer simulated patterns (random to overly dis- persed) with the NN for a population to obtain a MAD that individuals may respect in nature (Byers 1984) . This estimate of a MAD was relatively independent of density in I. typographus, indicating an inherent spacing behaviour characteristic of the species. The same analysis was performed on the data of P. chalcographus (Fig.  2) and gave a MAD of 1 . 6 k 0 . 0 3 cm (+95% C.L., n = 6). The MAD for the smaller sized P. chalcographus (2 mm long) is less than the MAD (2.5 cm) for the larger I. typographus (6 mm long) . This is consistent with the smaller space requirements of P. chalcographus, due to its smaller size, in the two-dimensional phloem habitat in Norway spruce, the host of both species.
The effect of changing the length of the radius about each grid line intersection when calculating local densities as well as the density class increment (to yield eight colour levels) can be seen in the contour density maps in Fig. 3 . Each of the three maps reports densities of T.
minor infested Scots pine shoots lying on the ground based on a different estimate of the importance of interactions by nearby organisms. The use of a larger as opposed to a smaller distance means that one considers interactions to be significant over a larger distance. The choice of the more appropriate map among the three is thus affected by the objectives for illustrating the relationships among the organisms. The effect of changing only the local radii in the density map is shown for Norway spruce trees killed by I. typographus (Fig. 4) .
Comparison of grid cell density histograms
One advantage of grid cell contour mapping of densities over some related methods is that statistical comparisons of spatial patterns are possible. As can be seen in Figs 2-4 , the maps consist of grid cells of various "colours" representing density ranges corresponding to classes in a histogram. In a 40 x 26 grid line map there are 39 x 25 = 975 grid cells which can be categorized into a histogram that can be compared to another histogram obtained from another distribution of 975 grid cells. In Fig. 5 , the histogram of grid cell densities for the attack pattern of P. chalcographus (Fig. 2) is compared to histograms of the random pattern ( Fig. 2) and an aggregated pattern of 29 randomly placed clumps. Fig. 5 . Histograms of local density grid cell categories based on a radius of two times the expected average nearest neighbour distance (ED) and density increments of 0.063 cm-2 (D = 1.5 per local area). The histogram for P. chalcographus attacks and random points are from the grid cells of different densities shown in Fig. 2 . Chi-square goodness of fit showed that the distribution of differently shaded grid cells obtained from the random pattern was significantly different from both the distributions obtained from the attacks (P tO.OO1) and from the simulated aggregations (P < 0.001). Table 1 . P values (and degrees of freedom) for Chi-square comparisons of grid cell colour frequency histograms from contour maps of Pityogenes chalcographus attacks or random points (data in Fig. 2 (2) <0.001 (1) As expected, the histogram from the more uniform pattern of attacks has a leptokurtic distribution compared to a normal distribution for the histogram from the random pattern. The frequency histograms of these two patterns were significantly different ( P < 0.001, x2).
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Comparisons of several histograms from several different random point distributions, constructed as above, indicated that they were not different from an averaged histogram of three such distributions. As can be seen from Table 1 , several grid cell frequency histograms using different R and D values for the uniform pattern compared to an average of three random patterns were in all cases significantly different, while the random pattern in Fig. 2 was not different. Thus, it makes little difference which local radius or density increment is used, unless the density increment is so large as to include only one colour. The aggregated pattern was also significantly different ( P < 0.001) from the random pattern. It is suggested that a frequency histogram for a random point pattern be constructed from an average of at least three data sets each with parameters of density, grid lines, R and D values corresponding appropriately to that used for the map of the natural data.
Discussion
Males of P. chalcographus produce a two-component pheromone that is used by responding individuals of both sexes to locate an infested Norway spruce tree (Byers et al. 1988 (Byers et al. , 1990 ). The female, unlike the male, has an interest in orienting directly to an entrance hole in the bark since up to six females reside with each male in their gallery. The host-plant monoterpenes, apinene, fi-pinene, and 3-carene, are also used by beetles to locate and enter the attack holes (Byers et al. 1988) . P. chalcographus males avoid attacking too close to established sites as shown by the nearest neighbour analysis, the minimum allowed distance (MAD) analysis, and the density map in Fig. 2 . Spacing of attacks has been shown for some other bark beetles (e.g. T . piniperdu and I. typographus) and has been attributed to an avoidance of competition for the phloem layer (Byers 1984) . However, the mechanisms responsible for spacing apart of the attacks have not been revealed.
One theory is that bark beetles use acoustic stridulation to space apart attacks (Rudinsky and Michael 1973) , although P. chalcographus is not known to stridulate. Another theory is that bark surface irregularities constrain the pattern of attacks (Safranyik and Vithayasai 1971) . This possibility, however, is small since the Norway spruce bark in the region of the sample (Fig. 2) was 'smooth' with a uniform granularity that should not limit the distribution of dksirable attack sites. An olfactory mechanism may be used by male P. chalcographus to avoid boring too close to others since males are less attracted than females to progressively higher concentrations of synthetic pheromone release (Byers et al. 1988) . There are no known repellent pheromone or host components which might serve to space attacks as found in other bark beetles (Byers 1983 , Byers et al. 1989 . Frass piles resulting from excavated host tissue (outer bark and phloem tissue) and fecael pellets are clearly stimulatory to females (pers. obs.) and thus could be repellent to males as part of a spacing mechanisms.
The pine shoot beetles, T . minor and T . piniperda, concentrate en masse o n fallen storm-damaged Scots pine in the spring in response to the monoterpenes, a-pinene, 3-carene, and terpinolene volatilizing from wound oleoresin (Byers et al. 1985 , Lanne et al. 1987 ). This olfactory mechanism serves both in host-plant recognition and in the determination of host susceptibility to attack and colonization (Byers et al. 1985) . However, only T. minor has been shown to aggregate on hosts in response to a pheromone (Lanne et al. 1987) . Following reproduction in the host-tree, the young adults fly to the crowns of surrounding Scots pine trees where they seek shoots in which to feed for the remainder of the summer (Lingstrom 1983) . The infested shoots then fall from the trees during winter storms. It is clear from the maps (Fig. 3) that T . minor flies only some metres after emergence from the brood tree in July, in contrast to much-larger distances expected during the spring dispersal and brood-tree location flight in April. This aggregated pattern of pine shoots is consistent with the findings of Forsse (1989) . H e showed that the flight durations of T. minor and T . piniperda on flight mills after their emergence from brood trees in summer were much shorter than when they seek hosts in which to breed the next spring. The results indicate that estimates of populations of Tomicus beetles that are based on pine shoot densities will require more intensive sampling than if the patterns had been uniformly random throughout the forest.
Both sexes of Ips typographus aggregate in response to a two-component pheromone blend produced by the males during their boring into Norway spruce (Bakke et al. 1977 , Birgersson et al. 1984 , Schlyter et al. 1987a . Norway spruce trees may be colonized in groups at higher insect populations through a process whereby some beetles by chance land on nearby trees instead of focusing to the attractant source. The attacking male is more likely to deviate from a direct path to the pheromone source than is the female as shown in both I.
paraconfusus Lanier (Byers 1983 ) and I. typographus (Schlyter et al. 1987a,b) . Beetles may attack more trees on the edge of the clearcut (Fig. 4) because temperatures here are warmer for longer periods than inside the forest (Byers and Lofqvist 1989) . A second possibility is that beetles prefer the edges of clearcuts since they are not hindered during flight. It also may be assumed that trees on the edges are more susceptible to attack due to climatic stress imposed by their recent exposure (Christiansen et al. 1987) .
The density mapping method presented here is useful for exploratory illustration of spatial distributions of organisms, shows densities with relative and absolute components, and allows for a sensitive statistical comparison of uniform, random, and aggregated patterns. Contour maps of density have been constructed from actual counts in grid cells (e.g. Ashby and Pidgeon 1942, Kitajima and Augspurger 1989) but the resulting densities were entirely dependent on the original grid placement and size. Also, the contouring techniques were not presented. Most contour methods previously used have relied on a fixed and arbitrary grid placement to calculate densities, while the method here uses variable and symmetrical radial areas for density calculation. Although the present method is still influenced by the grid resolution, the resolution can be varied independently of the areas of density measurement. The present method allows spatial density patterns to be viewed in alternative ways due to the ability to independently change (1) grid resolution, (2) local area radii (R), which allows one to "smooth" density contours, and (3) the number of different "colours" by varying the density increment (D). Cox (1979) used an arbitrary set of parameters, including various weights given to successive nearest neighbour distances from grid cell corner points to calculate values of relative density for use in a contour mapping program (SYMAP). H e acknowledged that the choice of the parameters "reflects one's ideas or needs of what constitutes a dense or sparse region", a concept promoted here as well. The method presented here is different, however, in that actual densities are calculated in regions defined by an arbitrary radius (some multiple of the expected nearest neighbour distance) from the grid cell corners. The method of Cox (1979) used SYMAP to produce the contours but these had to be traced by hand and no facilites for colours or shades are evident.
The methods of trend surface analysis, kriging, and kernel estimators (Silverman 1981 , Diggle 1981 , Legendre and Fortin 1989 also give results qualitatively similar to the method here. However, they are less flexible in that only one map is constructed based on a specific kernel or polynomial. The harmonic mean of a point distribution has been used to draw contour maps of an animal's home range (Dixon and Chapman 1980 , Spencer and Barrett 1984 , Ostfeld 1986 ). However, density calculations are not done and no attempt is made to analyse the uniformity of the point distribution since this question is not relevant to the description of the home range. Powell (1990) presents spatial maps of seedlings and adult plants of diffuse knapweed, Centaurea diffusa, which show differences in densities along a rectangular transect. The density trace method of Wegman (1972) clearly indicated differences in density, although this method depends on the angle of movement during the analysis. The contour mapping program described here could have been used to analyse smaller regions of the transect.
The density contouring method and computer program should aid the visualization of spatial point densities and patterns, aid in determining differences in point patterns, and aid in production of camera-ready figures (as produced here) for publication. The source code of the program is listed in the Appendix and a compiled version is available from the author (send a formatted disk and return mailer). 
